Shelton Mindel Collection

Founded in 1978, Shelton, Mindel & Associates is a renowned leader in modern architectural, interior and product design solutions for corporate and residential clients. Recognized for its strong, elegant designs in the tradition of Florence Knoll, the firm, under the guidance of founding partners Peter Shelton and Lee Mindel, has won praise for its design rigueur, intelligence, originality and integrity.

Employing a thorough creative process in which objects are pared down to reveal a clear and concise design concept, the Shelton Mindel Collection includes an innovative wood side chair, two lounge seating collections and a table series.

Leading the Collection is the Shelton Mindel Side Chair, which reinterprets the traditional “banker’s chair” to create a streamlined, unassuming contemporary chair for private offices, open plan workspaces and dining applications.

The SM1 and SM2 Lounge Collections, characterized by quiet geometries, a novel, elegant simplicity and exceptional comfort, are equally ideal for reception areas and living rooms. The SM Table is a dynamic form: a continuous, non-concentric extrusion with no apparent beginning or end, which is enhanced visually by a floating glass top.

“Our approach to furniture design comes from the pursuit of architecture—asking questions, solving problems, searching for the essential,” said Lee Mindel.

The Shelton Mindel Collection reflects the KnollStudio® commitment to timeless, enduring design, continuing the Knoll legacy of producing furniture to the exacting standards of the designer and affirming our unwavering belief in the power and utility of modern design.

Shelton Mindel Side Chairs with Medium Walnut finish, fully upholstered in (front to back) Spinneybeck® Riva leather, Anata Beccorosso; Forte, Spruce Grouse; Copenhagen, Zealand; and Copenhagen, Hafnia.
The quiet geometry of the Shelton Mindel Collection reflects the spirit of Modernist design.
The quiet geometry of the Shelton Mindel Collection reflects the spirit of Modernist design.
SM2 Settee, above, in Spinneybeck Espana leather, Ceramica, surround and Espana, cushions with Clear Oak leg finish.

SM2 Side Table, right, with stainless steel base and SM2 Lounge Chairs in Ceramica, surround and Extreme Velvet, Subzero, cushions with Clear Oak leg finish.

The quiet geometry of the Shelton Mindel Collection reflects the spirit of Modernist design.

SM2 Settee and Lounge Chair

SM1 Sofa in Ultrasuede®, Sand, and SM1 Lounge Chairs in Spinneybeck Marissa leather, Iron Ore, and Classic Boucle, Neutral, with Clear Oak leg finish.

SM1 Lounge Chairs in Spinneybeck Marissa leather, Iron Ore, and Classic Boucle, Neutral, with Clear Oak leg finish.
Shelton Mindel Side Chairs, left, with Golden Oak finish and seat in Spinneybeck Espana leather, Toledo; SM1 Sofa in Classic Boucle, Pearl; and SM Side and Small Coffee Tables with stainless steel base. Shelton Mindel Side Chairs, above, with Light Walnut, Burnt Walnut, Golden Oak and Medium Walnut finishes; seats in Espana leather, Toledo. SM Coffee Tables and SM Side Table with stainless steel base. Tables also available with white rilsan base finish.
Shelton Mindel Side Chairs, left, with Golden Oak finish and seat in Spinneybeck Espana leather, Toledo; SM1 Sofa in Classic Boucle, Pearl; and SM Side and Small Coffee Tables with stainless steel base. Shelton Mindel Side Chairs, above, with Light Walnut, Burnt Walnut, Golden Oak and Medium Walnut finishes; seats in Espana leather, Toledo.

SM1 Coffee Tables and SM Side Tables with stainless steel base. Tables also available with white rilsan base finish.
Shelton Mindel Side Chair, left, with Golden Oak finish and seat in Spinneybeck Espana leather, Toledo; SM1 Sofa in Classic Boucle, Pearl; and SM Side and Small Coffee Tables with stainless steel base. Shelton Mindel Side Chairs, above, with Light Walnut, Burnt Walnut, Golden Oak and Medium Walnut finishes; seats in Espana leather, Toledo.

SM1 Coffee Tables and SM Side Table with stainless steel base. Tables also available with white rilsan base finish.
The Shelton Mindel Collection features a range of upholstery and finish options that enhance any interior.
Shelton Mindel Collection

Wood Side Chairs

SM1 Lounge Chair, Settee and Sofa

SM2 Lounge Chair, Settee and Sofa

SM Side and Coffee Tables

Front and back cover: Shelton Mindel Side Chair with Burnt Walnut finish and seat in Cato, Fire Red.